
COMPACT – STYLE WHENEVER, 
WHEREVER

Our ground-breaking Nano Technology 
allows for this super compact Hair 

Straightener to contain all the tech of your 
corded straightener, on the go!

LIGHTWEIGHT – AS LIGHT AS 
YOUR SMARTPHONE

The Cordless Iron Pro weighs the same as 
your average smartphone, meaning this 
portable styling Iron is over 50% lighter 
than the leading competitor. It will never 
weigh down your hair or your handbag! 

FAST CHARGING - READY 
WHEN YOU ARE

Due to our unique magnetic Charging 
Cord and Pod you can experience super-
fast on-going power to style effortlessly 
whenever you wish.  Fully charged in just 
45 minutes. When tested against other 

leading Cordless Irons, our revolutionary 
Cordless Iron Pro fully charges

up to 2x faster.

The innovative technology of our CLOUD NINE Premium Collection has been 
unleashed once more for 2021... Introducing The Cordless Iron Pro, launching into 

our best-selling Premium Collection in June 2021.

Ten years in the making, The Cordless Iron Pro is the ultimate tool for styling 
without strings - and no limits - giving you the flexibility to style on the go, and 

the freedom to create beautiful hair to last all day, and all night long.

It's time to cut the compromise and experience style unleashed with the new 
CLOUD NINE Cordless Iron Pro. Giving you the go-ahead to style how, wherever, 
and whenever, you want. No need for plugs, no need for style compromise and no 

need for forward planning – this light, cordless iron is your hair's new BFF.

INTRODUCING

THE CORDLESS IRON PRO

YOUR STYLE. UNLEASHED.
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LONG LASTING BATTERY –
READY WHERE YOU ARE

Our unique magnetic Charging Cord 
easily attaches to your Iron and our 
design-led Charging Pod. Our long-

lasting super light battery delivers the 
thermal performance of your corded 
straightener, on the go. Meaning you 
can keep your style looking fiercely 

you, whenever, wherever.

INNOVATIVE CURVED PLATES 
- EASIER AND FASTER 

STYLING
Our uniquely designed Curved Plates 

straighten and curl your hair with ease. 
The flexibility of our industry leading, 
Floating Curved Plates cushion the 

impact on the hair, creating a Kinder to 
Hair styling experience, leaving you 
with expertly styled hair in a single 

motion. Flowing through hair with less 
snag or pull than traditional

REVOLUTIONARY REVIVE 
MODE

Thanks to the ground-breaking Revive 
Technology, this Iron ensures heat is 

radiated inside the hair instead of 
drying out its external structure. The 
revolutionary Revive Mode minimises

friction, vibrating 8,000 times a minute 
at the controlled temperature of 160°c 

and 180°c, optimising style and 
restoring hair’s health. This creates a 
healthier finish that is touchably soft 

and ultra-shiny. Straight, wave or curl? 
Any style will hold until the next wash!

MINERAL-INFUSED CERAMIC 
PLATES – GLOSSIER, 

SHINIER HAIR
Combined with our revive 

technology, our signature Mineral-
Infused Ceramic Plates are designed 
to lock in moisture, seal the cuticle 
and minimise damage to your hair’s 
natural structure. Leaving you with 
glossy, long-lasting style without 

compromising your hair’s strength, 
softness or shine. All of our Irons 

undergo a 72-hour infusion process, 
whereby natural vitamins & minerals -
found only in South Korea - are baked 
into the Plates.  Our Floating Ceramic 

Plates also cushion the impact 
throughout each section of your hair, 

minimising dragging and pinching, 
leading to smoother styling, reducing 

split ends and breakage.

COLOUR PROTECTION 
TECHNOLOGY –

LONGER LASTING COLOUR
The damaging effects of excessive 
heat on coloured hair can lead to 

dulling down your colour, as well as 
stripping it from your hair.  Our 

Colour Protection Technology allows 
you to style much more effectively at 

lower temperatures, with Revive 
Mode to radiate the heat inside the 
hair shaft. Protecting your colour

from fading or stripping.

PREDICTIVE HEAT 
TECHNOLOGY – SNAG FREE 

STYLING
As the plate glides smoothly through 

the hair, our intelligent heat 
technology regulates the heat of the 
plates according to the thickness of 

your hair and the speed at which 
you're styling, meaning the 

temperature will stay suited to your 
unique hair type. 

The Cordless Iron Pro comes with a 
Luxury White Faux Leather Outer 
Style Case, a Luxury White Faux 

Leather Roll Bag, a Charging Pod, a 
Luxury White Faux Leather Travel 

Pouch, a Protective Heat Guard and a 
Universal Voltage Charger + Plug 

Adaptors.

THE CORDLESS IRON PRO WILL BE 
AVAILABLE TO PRE-ORDER FROM 
WWW.CLOUDNINEHAIR.COM ON 

20th MAY.

LAUNCH DATE: 1ST JUNE 2021
RRP £349.

FOR MORE INFORMATION AND 
GENERAL PRESS ENQUIRIES,

PLEASE CONTACT: 
Victoria.baker@panachepr.com

Emma.dearden@panachepr.com

http://www.cloudninehair.com/


KIND
WE ARE FIERCELY

We proudly embrace individuality, 
empowering people to become the most 
beautiful version of themselves.
We do this by striving to exceed 
expectations and elevating standards 
through innovation and better choices. 

ABOUT CLOUD NINE 


